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St Martin s Press, United States, 2005. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 173 x 89 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. When Alvin Limardo walks into P.I. Kinsey Millhone s office,
she smells bad news. He wants Kinsey to deliver $25,000. The recipient: A fifteen-year-old boy. It s a
simple matter. So simple that Kinsey wonders why he doesn t deliver the money himself. She s
almost certain something is off. But with rent due, Kinsey accepts Limardo s retainer against her
better judgment When Limardo s check bounces, Kinsey discovers she s been had big time. Alvin
Limardo is really John Daggett an ex-con with a drinking problem, two wives to boot, and a slew of
people who would like to see him dead. Now Kinsey is out four hundred dollars and in hot pursuit of
Daggett. When Daggett s corpse shows up floating in the Santa Teresa surf, the cops rule the death
an accident. Kinsey thinks it s murder. But seeking justice for a man who everyone seemed to
despise is going to be a lot tougher than she bargained for and what awaits her at the end of the
road is much more disturbing than...
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Absolutely among the finest publication I actually have actually go through. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. I am easily could possibly get
a pleasure of looking at a composed ebook.
-- Pr of . Rick Rom a g uer a-- Pr of . Rick Rom a g uer a

These types of ebook is the best book available. It really is writter in easy terms instead of hard to understand. You will like just how the article writer create
this book.
-- K r ista  Nitz sche Jr .-- K r ista  Nitz sche Jr .
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